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TRIP SUMMARY

Welcome to Argentina!

Buenos Aires

Transfer EZE to MIO HOTEL

Check in at Mio Hotel Buenos Aires

Buenos Aires City Tour

Tour of Zanjón de Granados with Argentinean Wines and Picada

Evening on own

Buffet breakfast included

9:00 AM Day Trip to Pampas with "Asado" Experience

Evening on Own.

Accommodations Hotel Mio Buenos Aires

Buffet breakfast included

8:30 AM Check out at Mio Hotel

Transfer Mio Hotel to Airport

11:30 AM Buenos Aires to Mendoza

1:30 PM Transfer Mendoza Airport to Hotel

Check in at Entre Cielos Luxury Wine Hotel & SPA

Mendoza City Tour

Bodega Budeguer Winery & Welcome Lunch

Evening on Own.

Optional: Dinner at Bodega Los Toneles

Buffet breakfast included.

Maipu & Lujan de Cuyo

Private Wineries & Vineyards Adventures with Lunch

Evening on Own

Accommodations Hotel Entre Cielos

Friday - April 20

Saturday - April 21

Sunday - April 22

Monday - April 23
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Buffet breakfast included.

FD Lujan de Cuyo

Private Wineries & Acclaimed Terroir Tasting with Lunch

Evening On Own

Accommodations Hotel Entre Cielos

Buffet breakfast included.

FD Uco Valley

Private Wineries with Household Names From France, and Vineyard Lunch

Evening On Own.

Accommodations Hotel Entre Cielos

Buffet breakfast included.

Check out at Entre Cielos Luxury Wine Hotel & SPA

Transfer Hotel to MDZ

3:35 PM Mendoza Airport to Buenos Aires Airport

5:10 PM Transfer EZE to Mio Hotel

Check in at Mio Hotel

7:00 PM Farewell Tango Show

Evening On Own

Buffet breakfast included.

12:00 PM Check out at Mio Hotel

Day on Own

Transfer Mio Hotel to EZE Airport

3-day Patagonia Extension: Tierra del Fuego

Tuesday - April 24

Wednesday - April 25

Thursday - April 26

Friday - April 27

Saturday - April 28
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FRIDAY - APRIL 20

Welcome to Argentina!
Argentina is a land of extremes, from Patagonia’s majestic glaciers to the colors

and culture of Buenos Aires. Situated between the Andes to the west and the

Atlantic Ocean to the east, Argentina is a land of fiery passion and spectacular

beauty, with dramatic mountains, cascading waterfalls at Iguazu, the vast grassy

plains of the Pampas, wonderful estancias where you can ride all day and not see

another soul, and the cosmopolitan city of Buenos Aires. This unique country

conjures up images of tango dancers, elegant architecture, gauchos on

horseback, polo and mouth-watering steaks – it’s easy to see why Argentina

is one of the most popular destinations in South America. Add in the fascinating

culture and lunar landscapes of the northwest, the gorgeous vineyards

around Mendoza, and the incredible marine wildlife of the Valdes Peninsula or

the extraordinary Ibera wetlands, and you have a dynamic and endlessly varied

combination of experiences to enjoy.

There are so many highlights, and a single trip can only hope to cover some of

these, but with our help you will be able to uncover your own passion for Argentina.

Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires is a beautiful cosmopolitan city, boasting both an European and Latin
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  Departure

  Check-in

feel that make of Buenos Aires a unique spot in South America. Featuring gourmet

cuisine, amazing nightlife and intriguing tango milongas, talented designers,

passion for soccer, world-class art and a number of tourist attractions, Buenos

Aires is an exciting and fascinating destination.

Transfer EZE to MIO HOTEL
Arrival to the International Airport (EZE), meet and greet as you exit customs by

private driver holding sign with your name, and transfer to the hotel in executive car.

Check in at Mio Hotel Buenos Aires
A 13-story design hotel with an opaque-glass exterior on a jacaranda-lined block in

swanky Recoleta. Winegrower César Catena’s 30-room newcomer occupies

some of the country’s priciest real estate, a few blocks from Evita Perón’s final

resting place. All rooms have balconies that overlook august apartments owned by

Argentina’s most patrician families. Stepping through the stunning 20ft-high door

made of French oak from wine barrels, on the distinguished Quintana Avenue, at

the heart of distinct Recoleta, MIO BUENOS AIRES stands apart. A blend of daring

design, comfort and meticulous service with state-of-the-art technology stands out

as a fusion of luxury, high-tech functionality and pleasure.

Bathtubs were created by Mario Dasso, a talented Argentinean whose art consists

in engraving nature. The artist works with dead trees. In La Pampa, the story goes
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  4 hr

that when a calden tree dies, it does no longer watch nature but starts narrating its

story. This Pampa artist does not choose the trees, the trees find him.

Spa facilities include a sauna, an indoor pool and a massage room. A cutting-

edge fitness centre is also featured. Lively nightclubs and restaurant are literally

around the corner.

Complimentary buffet breakfast is served daily. Fine drinks from the Mio

Lounge bar can be enjoyed on the terrace.

NOTE: Hotel availability subject to change until deposit has been paid.

Buenos Aires City Tour
The first stop will be the May Square, historical scenery of the main political events

of our country. We will continue towards San Telmo, a picturesque area that still

preserves its cobbled streets, as well as some colonial constructions and of the

turn of the century; nowadays there are many antique shops and artist’s ateliers.

You will continue the tour, to southern La Boca, where you will visit the famous

Caminito street open air museum and characteristic colourful tin houses. Then, you

will experience the contrast with Puerto Madero, once the port of Buenos Aires

and nowadays a very sophisticated area, housing the most elegant and chic

restaurants in town. Continuing to the northern districts, you will head towards

Recoleta, to discover the Parisian air of Alvear Avenue, the most exclusive fashion

shops, luxurious French palaces and the legendary Recoleta Cemetery. Finally, visit

Palermo district, the green area of Buenos Aires, housing beautiful French style

palaces.
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  2 hr 30 min Tour of Zanjón de Granados with Argentinean Wines and
Picada
A fascinating trip discovering archaeological ruins and the origins of the city under

a magnificent restored mansion. All of Buenos Aires' history is packed into this

unusual house. The street it's on was once a small river—the zanjón, or gorge, of

the property's name—where the first, unsuccessful attempt to found Buenos Aires

took place in 1536. When the property's current owner decided to develop what

was then a run-down conventillo, he began to discover all sorts of things beneath it:

pottery and cutlery, the foundations of past constructions, and a 500-foot network of

tunnels that has taken over 20 years to excavate. These were once used to channel

water, but like the street itself, they were sealed after San Telmo's yellow-fever

outbreaks.

With the help of historians and architects, they've now been painstakingly restored,

and the entire site has been transformed into a private museum, where the only

exhibit is the redbrick building itself. Excellent hour-long guided tours take you

through low-lighted sections of the tunnels. The history lesson then continues

The tour will end with the enjoyment of carefully selected Argentine wines and an

Argentinean Picada (Miga sandwichs, olives, meat pie, cheese, cold cuts,

homemade bread, mini Rogels and traditional argentine pastries).
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 Evening on own
Leisure evening on your own, dining suggestions provided just steps outside your

hotel.
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9:00 AM 

6 hr

SATURDAY - APRIL 21

Buffet breakfast included

Day Trip to Pampas with "Asado" Experience
About a 1.5 hour drive from Buenos Aires for the day to San Antonio de Areco,

famed gaucho town in the pampas, where the old-time country traditions live. You

will visit a local artisan workshop, to discover the secrets of gaucho silversmith,

and/or Museo las Lilas, which features drawings of gaucho lifestyle.

Then, continue to Estancia la Bamba de Areco, Relais & Chateaux. La Bamba,

whose origins date back to 1830 when it formed one of the post houses on the

"Camino Real" (Royal Road) that linked Buenos Aires to the north of the country, is

one of the oldest Argentinian colonial style estancias. With its main building and its

guard tower which served to defend against native attacks, its former stables (La

Pulperia) and its 200 years old park, it is rooted in Argentine and Gaucho history.

Transformed into an estancia in the early twentieth century, it retained its name.

An active part of Argentine and especially gaucho heritage, La Bamba de Areco is

proud to offer authentic gaucho traditions such as asados (barbecue) and

mate tasting. A long avenue lined with trees leads to the colonial-style Inn, which

features local artwork and textiles. Join a maté tea tasting and watch the gauchos

display their equestrian skills or join a trail ride. After a bbq lunch of steak and other

traditional fare, relax with a glass of wine. The Estancia hosts an international polo

team, which regularly plays on the property’s two fields.
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 Check-in

Evening on Own.
Leisure evening on your own, late-night dining suggestions provided just steps

outside your hotel.

Accommodations Hotel Mio Buenos Aires
NOTE: Hotel availability subject to change until deposit has been paid.
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8:30 AM 

Check-out

  Departure

11:30 AM 

Departure

2 hr

1:30 PM 

Departure

  Check-in

SUNDAY - APRIL 22

Buffet breakfast included

Check out at Mio Hotel

Transfer Mio Hotel to Airport

Buenos Aires to Mendoza
Economy ticket included in cost of trip 

Example flight with Aerolineas Argentinas Arrive 1:30pm 

NOTE: Flight schedule and airline can change until paid in full.

Transfer Mendoza Airport to Hotel

Check in at Entre Cielos Luxury Wine Hotel & SPA
The sun rising and setting over grape-heavy vines. The snow-capped Andes in the

distance. Entre Cielos is a destination for connoisseurs – a chic wine resort in one

of Latin America’s largest grape-growing regions. Dedicated to the finer things in

life, this boutique hotel features a spa and hammam, outdoor pool and two

restaurants. Even the spa uses the grapes for indulgent ‘vinotherapy’ treatments.

In the midst of sublime Mendoza countryside, Entre Cielos’ ultra-modern

architecture stands out. Spacious, striking suites created in natural tones with pops

of purple remind you wine country is right outside – as do floor-to-ceiling windows.

Set out into the surrounding landscape and explore neighbouring vineyards on

horseback.

Optional: Set pulses racing with white-water rafting on the Rio Mendoza and

climbing in Parque Provincial Aconcagua. Or settle in for a bird’s eye view on a hot

air balloon flight.

NOTE: Hotel availability subject to change until deposit has been paid.
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 2 hr Mendoza City Tour
Mendoza combines harmoniously natural landscapes with others which are

modified by man. In a peaceful tour around the city, we will visit its main attractions .

We will lead an intimate tour of the city of Mendoza, from the picturesque settings of

the city’s many plazas, to the manicured grounds of Parque San Martin, with its

bird’s eye view of the city, to the extensive shopping experiences. We will have you

feeling at home in Mendoza’s beautiful, tree-lined streets in no time!

The highlight is the Parque San Martin, considered to be the most beautiful Public

Park in all Latin America. Designed by Carlos Thays, the Park was built in 1896.

Today the park has an extension of 389 hectares, and contains valuable sculptures

and monuments, an artificial lake, several pedestrian walks, over 5000 roses, a

campus university and several health clubs.

Bodega Budeguer Winery & Welcome Lunch
The history of the Budeguer group begins 30 years ago when Juan José Budeguer

began to expand his small sugar cane production to become the largest producer

of sugarcane in Tucumán and Latin America. His hunger for constant search and

new challenges led him in 2005, to venture in Cuyana lands in search of other

productive horizons, to make his wine dream come true.

We begin with a brief tour of the vineyard, where we talk about the history of

Malbec, terroir and the technology of our vineyards. Then we enter the winery where

from the height we see the process of elaboration of a very didactic form from the

harvest to the barrel, where you can taste the wine directly from the barrel.

We finish with a vineyard lunch where you can taste a selection of our favorite

wines in a relaxed discussion with the winemakers views to the mountain range
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and vineyards.

Evening on Own.
Leisure evening on your own, late-night dining suggestions provided.

Optional: Dinner at Bodega Los Toneles
Suggested Dining Experience (not included)

Crossing the gate is like entering a different time and ambiance. The ancient walls

of Toneles Winery convey the charm and magic of Argentina’s golden age. The

winery was built in 1922 by the Armando family, who built their immigrant dreams in

the classical, elegant and charming style of the belle époque, using art nuveau

ornaments to imprint the building with beauty and a unique personality. In 2002 , the

winery was bought by the Millan family, who rescued its vintage spirit and combined

it with modern technology. The majestic building, declared Cultura Heritage in

Mendoza in 2008, accommodates historic wine pools as well as modern tanks and

hundreds of barrels where the wine is aged.
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MONDAY - APRIL 23

Buffet breakfast included.

Maipu & Lujan de Cuyo
Situated in the East of Mendoza and with a magnificent view of the Andes range,

this terroir hosts the most traditional wineries of the region. 80 years old vineyards

along the roads, either pergola or vertical shooting position, allows visitors to

discover the reasons of different styles of Vineyard management.

Private Wineries & Vineyards Adventures with Lunch
Professional Premium Tasting of 2 Wineries

Argentina’s largest exported high-end brand founded in 1912, which shows the

ability of the craftsmen who arrived from Northern Italy bringing all their

knowledge and experience and who came to Mendoza brought by the railway.

South America's innovated winemaker who has obtain the most recognition

with wines that have received 98 points,

Invitation to lunch at the Estate of one of the best winemakers in the world, and

take a peek at his new creations that will be released to the market next year.

Evening on Own
Leisure evening on your own, late-night dining suggestions provided.
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  Check-in Accommodations Hotel Entre Cielos
NOTE: Hotel availability subject to change until deposit has been paid.
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TUESDAY - APRIL 24

Buffet breakfast included.

FD Lujan de Cuyo
The prime winery area in Mendoza, Agrelo is where many of the best known export

oriented Argentine wineries are located. If there is a Napa Valley in Mendoza, this

is it. No shopping malls here, only some of the biggest names in Argentine wine.

Private Wineries & Acclaimed Terroir Tasting with Lunch
Professional Premium Tasting of 2 Wineries

Revolutionary Argentine vintner widely recognized as the pioneering winery

which has shown the international wine community the true quality potential of

the Mendoza terroir.

Very limited production of wines and concentrating in high quality, these

pioneers are already making a revolution in the industry.

Winery boasts an impressive organic garden that serves of inspiration for the

bold dishes served here. Lunch in itself is a voyage of flavors, colors, textures

and aromas.
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 Check-in

Evening On Own
Leisure evening on your own, late-night dining suggestions provided.

Accommodations Hotel Entre Cielos
NOTE: Hotel availability subject to change until deposit has been paid.
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  Check-in

WEDNESDAY - APRIL 25

Buffet breakfast included.

FD Uco Valley
Valle de Uco contains several micro terroirs. Located on the South West of the

valley and on the foot hills of the almighty Andes there is a new still undiscovered

area where exciting things are happening. A young generation of winegrowers has

re invigorated the region with their creativity, passion and knowhow, getting the full

expression of local grape varieties. Building boutique wineries and experimenting

with original and bold ways of planting vines and producing limited editions of very

particular wines, winemakers are settling here to achieve their dreams. Come

discover this new area by the hand of renowned winemakers

Private Wineries with Household Names From France, and
Vineyard Lunch
Professional Premium Tasting of 3 Wineries

The main mover behind the project is concluding that this was the country to

produce "grand vin" outside of Europe.

Taste the wines of the partners of the group who are also household names from

France. They are: Laurent Dassault, also from Bordeaux, whose family are the

owners of Dassault Aviation, well known in France for the construction aircraft,

including the famous Falcon passenger jet and Mirage fighter; Benjamin de

Rothschild, of Chateau Clarke in Bordeaux, and the financing company, Edmond

de Rothschild; the family Cuvelier from the St Julien property of Chateau Léoville

Poyferré; the family d'Aulan of the Champagne house Piper Heidsick; Catherine

Péré Vergé, former owner of the crystal manufacturer Cristal d'Arque, but also with

interests in Bordeaux with Chateau Montviel and Chateau La Gravière

Evening On Own.
Leisure evening on your own, late-night dining suggestions provided.

Accommodations Hotel Entre Cielos
NOTE: Hotel availability subject to change until deposit has been paid.
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 Check-out

 Departure

3:35 PM 

Departure

1 hr 30 min

5:10 PM 

Departure

 Check-in

7:00 PM 

1 hr 30 min

THURSDAY - APRIL 26

Buffet breakfast included.

Check out at Entre Cielos Luxury Wine Hotel & SPA

Transfer Hotel to MDZ
At proper time, pick up at the hotel and transfer to the airport in order to take the

flight that will take you to Mendoza.

Mendoza Airport to Buenos Aires Airport
Economy ticket included in cost of trip 

Example flight with Aerolineas Argentinas Arrive 5:10pm 

NOTE: Flight schedule and airline can change until paid in full.

Transfer EZE to Mio Hotel
Arrival at Buenos Aires, meet and greet by local staff and transfer to the hotel.

Check in at Mio Hotel
NOTE: Hotel subject to change until deposit has been paid.

Farewell Tango Show
You will be able to see a top-quality show, with professional tango singers and

dancers in one of the most exclusive atmospheres of Buenos Aires’ nightlife. It is

one of the most exclusive tango shows in Buenos Aires. It takes place in the

exclusive Faena Hotel where four couples of dancers and a live orchestra are the

main attraction of the show.

Upon arrival, you will be surprised by the remake of a cabaret from the 30s, with a

touch of Philippe Stark.

Feel free to stay and linger in the renowned club and bar after for a truly

memorable last night in the Paris of South America!

Spectacular, contemporary and stylish, the Faena Hotel Buenos Aires (Leading

Hotels of the World) is extraordinary. The utilitarian façade of the seven-story
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brick building, a turn-of-the-20th-century grain warehouse, belies the imaginative

interiors created by Philippe Starck. Flourishes include unicorn heads on the

walls, velvet curtains, crimson-upholstered chairs and crystal chandeliers. The

outdoor pool is one of BA’s prime see-and-beseen spots. A sexy vibe imbues the

sultry Library Lounge and El Cabaret, which host nightly tango performances.

Lined with antique books and draped in red velvet, The Library Lounge is an

intimate space featuring tufted leather sofas, richly detailed rugs and crystal

candelabras. Enjoy a quiet morning coffee, afternoon tea or evening cocktails

with live entertainment.

Evening On Own
Leisure evening on your own, late-night dining suggestions provided, or stay and

linger at the Faena Hotel
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12:00 PM 

Check-out

 Departure

FRIDAY - APRIL 27

Buffet breakfast included.

Check out at Mio Hotel
If flight does not leave until late evening, store bags at hotel and enjoy shopping and

dining; return to Mio Spa for shower and relaxation before your evening flight return

to USA.

Option to extend stay for additional night to enjoy the room for the day.

Day on Own

Transfer Mio Hotel to EZE Airport
At proper time, transfer to the airport in order to take the flight that will take you

back home.
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SATURDAY - APRIL 28

3-day Patagonia Extension: Tierra del Fuego
Patagonia is a vast and wild landscape. Perfect for both adventurous trekkers or

the traveler seeking to experience the outdoors in luxury and style.

Did you think Patagonia only offered rugged hostels and cabins? Think again, stay

in a 5* Patagonia resort overlooking the massive Cuernos del Paine. Hike through

Los Glaciares National Park, whale watch from the Valdes Peninsula, visit penguin

colonies along the coast and see gauchos at a traditional estancia. This and so

much more, on an unforgettable Patagonia tour. All completely customizable!
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TRIP INFORMATION & DOCUMENTS

Important Information
All Transfers and domestic intra-country air included

International Air not included

Some meals included indicated [B,L,D]

Argentina Wine Regions
Argentina has literally taken the international wine world by storm. Coming out of

near obscurity, the Argentine wine industry has shown the world’s wine

professionals and consumers the incredible potential for quality in its high altitude,

mountain vineyards. The international press has been gracious with its praise and

recognition. In 2009, the respected pages of Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate

awarded Argentina no fewer than 200 wines rated above 90 points. While

consumers throughout the world have been excited by the reasonable prices of

these wines, they have been frustrated by the difficulty finding the rather limited

amount of bottles produced. Let us show you these exceptional wineries that

are rewriting the history of Argentine wine.

Mendoza has a wide variety of wineries, actually there are 1,341 active wineries in

the province of Mendoza and the cultivated area is one of 226,450 hectares, a

mere 3% of the province’s total surface area. The main wine areas can be divided

into 5 different regions, each subdivided into many different terroirs.

Eastern Area (Maipu): Altitude ranges from 600m (1968’) to 750m (2460’) above

sea level. Years ago, this area traditionally grew the majority of grapes. The region

still constitutes a real wine power in terms of volume, considering the vineyard

planted surface and the wineries located there. All the major wine varieties are

cultivated in this region.

Upper Mendoza River Valley (Lujan de Cuyo): Altitude ranges from 900m (3000’)

to 1000 (3700’) above sea level. This is a beautiful area dominated by the fantastic

view of the Cordon del Plata and home to many of the most prestigious wineries.

The most renowned districts include Agrelo and Perdriel. Malbec is the emblematic

wine variety of this area.

Uco Valley (Tupungato & San Carlos): Altitude reaches up to 1,500m (5,000’)

above sea level. A high altitude Andean valley, Uco is a vast area with many

different terroirs. This absolutely gorgeous area is dominated by spectacular views

of Mt. Tupungato.

Southern Area (San Rafael): Altitude ranges from 450m (1476’) to 800m (2627’)
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above sea level. Three hours from Mendoza City. [Due to time restraints, we will not

be touring this area]

Northern area (Lavalle): Altitude ranges from 600m (1968’) to 700m (2296’) above

sea level. The region is suitable for white grapes such as Chardonnay, Sauvignon

Blanc, Chenin Blanc and Torrontes. Among red varieties there is Syrah, Cabernet

Sauvignon, Bonarda and Malbec. [Due to time restraints, we will not be touring this

area]
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